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CORSA® PERFORMANCE RELEASES CAT-BACK EXHAUST
FOR 2014 SIERRA/SILVERADO PICKUPS
BEREA, Ohio – CORSA® Performance is releasing a premium stainless-steel exhaust
system for the 2014 5.3L Chevy Silverado/GMC Sierra 1500. The new CORSA CatBack system is designed to enhance pickup truck enthusiasts’ driving experience by
delivering noticeable performance gains, an aggressive exhaust note and a guaranteed
drone-free ride.
Featuring CORSA’s Sport sound level, the exhaust system will be available as a
single side exit (part numbers 14871-14874) or as a dual rear exit design (part numbers
14867-14870). Each system comes with either CORSA polished stainless steel 4.0-inch
diameter Pro-Series Tips or black PVD-coated tips, laser etched with the CORSA logo.
PVD, physical vapor deposition, technology is a vacuum coating process that vaporizes
solid metal to a plasma of atoms or molecules, and is applied as a high-performance
coating to harden, coat and enhance an objects durability. CORSA’s PVD-coated ProSeries Tips display a deep, brilliant, reflective, black finish that won’t chip, flake or peel,
and resists corrosion.
Available for any cab and bed configuration ranging from 119-inch to 153-inch,
the new CORSA Cat-Back exhaust system for the Chevy Silverado/GMC Sierra 1500
features CORSA’s exclusive patented Reflective Sound Cancellation® (RSC®)
technology, which delivers a crisp, acoustically tuned exhaust note while eliminating incabin drone. The Cat-Back exhaust system is manufactured in the U.S.A. from premium
stainless steel and is 50 state emissions legal. Complete installation hardware and

instructions are included and a limited lifetime warranty protects the exhaust for the life
of the vehicle.
About CORSA Performance
CORSA® Performance, a TMG Performance Products brand, headquartered in
Berea, Ohio, is a leading manufacturer of premium exhaust systems and air intakes for
cars, trucks and SUVs. Through advanced engineering and a relentless drive to deliver
cutting-edge products, CORSA Performance offers some of the industries most
advanced exhaust and air intake systems. All CORSA products are backed by premium
performance and customer service. For more information, call 800.486.0999 or visit
www.corsaperformance.com.
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